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Kill Phil was a revolutionary poker manual -- its simplified yet
potent strategies empowered even rank novices to compete against
the world's best poker players.
Kill Phil was a revolutionary poker manual -- its simplified yet
potent strategies empowered even rank novices to compete against
the world's best poker players.Kill Everyone
Kill Everyone begins where Kill Phil left off. Its perfect
blend of real-time experience, poker math, and computational
horsepower combine to create nw concepts and advanced strategies
never before seen in print for multi-table tournaments,
Sit-n-Go's, and satellites.
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Kill Everyone explains how to choose the right strategy
for the right game, provides the proper tactics, and introduces
new weapons into a tournament-poker-player's arsenal. These
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and much much more!
and much much more!
Unlike Kill Phil, which was 90% pre-flop strategy,
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Kill
Everyone goes all the way. In the end, you'll know how to
accumulate chips early, navigate through the middle stages, and
perfect your play on the bubble and at the final table.
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This book is for anyone serious about playing tournament poker,
both live and online. And for cash-game players, a bonus chapter,
penned by online cash-game ace and 2007 WSOP bracelet winner Mark
Vos, helps you develop your short-handed no-limit hold 'em cash
game.
This book is for anyone serious about playing tournament poker,
both live and online. And for cash-game players, a bonus chapter,
penned by online cash-game ace and 2007 WSOP bracelet winner Mark
Vos, helps you develop your short-handed no-limit hold 'em cash
game.
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